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A majorization ordering of the distance or divergence of a positive function 
from a fixed positive function 4 on a measure space is studied. If a function p, is 
smaller than a function pz relative to the ordering, then p, is closer to y than pz. 
Applications are given to measures of divergence, Markov chains, and qualitative 
conditions for probability densitics closest to 4 subject to first and second moment 
constraints. In addition, a generalization of the path result of R. F. Muirhead (1903, 
Proc. Edinburgh Math. Sot. 21, 144157) and G. H. Hardy, J. E. Littlewood, and 
G. Polya (“Inequalities,” 2nd ed., Cambridge Univ. Press, London, 1952) is given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper studies an ordering (more precisely, a preordering) that 
generalizes a “distance” or divergence of a vector from a positive vector 
4 = (4, 9 *..> qn) or of a positive (measurable) function on a measure space 
(%, A, v) from a positive function q in the space. For our applications, q 
will generally be a probability density. The ordering is a generalization of 
vector majorization (Marshall and Olkin [17]), where instead of a vector 
of constants being at the lower end of the majorization ordering, a vector 
q= (ql, . . . . y,,) of positive constants (or a multiple of it) or a function y is 
at the lower end of the ordering. This ordering is related to majorization 
on a measure space (Joe [ 131) where the measure is nonuniform. We will 
call the ordering r-majorization with respect to q. For a fixed probability 
density q, functions which are increasing for r-majorization with respect to 
q are measures of divergence from q. 
The definition of r-majorization and related concepts are given in 
Section 2. Several equivalent definitions are mentioned. In Section 3, 
applications are given to measures of divergence, Markov chains, and 
constrained r-majorization for probability distributions with moment 
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constraints. In Section 4, some mathematical properties of the generalized 
vector majorization are obtained with the key result being a generalization 
of the path result of Muirhead [lS] and Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya 
[ 1 l] (see Marshall and Olkin [ 17, Sect. 2B]). Section 5 briefly discusses 
generalizations of Schur convex functions. 
2. ~MAJORIZATION 
Vector majorization is the topic of a well-known book by Marshall and 
Olkin [ 171. It is an ordering of dispersion for vectors with the same length 
and same sum of components. Vectors which are at the lower end of the 
majorization ordering are uniform, that is, all components are the same. 
Hence, vector majorization can be viewed as an ordering of distance from 
a uniform vector. Here we define an ordering of distance from a fixed 
vector q = (ql, . . . . q,,) of positive components. Several equivalent definitions 
are given and related concepts are discussed. At the end of the section, the 
definition is extended to include majorization on a measure space (Joe 
[13]) and a positive measurable function q. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let q = (q, , . . . . q,,) be a row vector consisting of positive 
components. Let x = (x, , . . . . x,,) and y = ( yl, . . . . y,) be row vectors of reals 
such that C, xi=Ci y;. Then x is r-majorized by y with respect to q 
(written x-C; y) if 
(2.1) 
for all convex continuous functions $ with domain including x,/q, and 
yj/qi, i= 1, . . . . n. 
The r in r-majorization stands for relative or ratio. From the definition, 
it can be shown through convexity and the Lagrangian multiplier ‘method 
that the unique minimal element in the set ((x,, . . . . x,): xi xi= c> is 
(dq,h, where q+ =Ciqi. To see that r-majorization with respect to q 
represents an ordering of distance from q or a multiple of q, a list of 
common measures of divergence is given in Section 3.1; they result from 
taking certain convex functions $(u). 
Note that when q = (1, . . . . 1 ), Definition 2.1 is a definition of vector 
majorization (Marshall and Olkin [ 17, p. 1081). For showing that one 
vector is r-majorized by another vector or for proving results, other defini- 
tions equivalent to Definition 2.1 are useful. These are contained in the 
theorem below and the proof is given after Theorem 2.4. 
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THEOREM 2.2. The following are equivalent. 
(4 H;Y. 
(b) C,qi(xJqi-t)+<Ciqi(yi/q,-t)+ for all real t, where (a)+= 
max(a, O}. 
(c) Ciqi(xi/qi- t)’ <Cjqi(yi/qi- t)’ for all real t in the set 
{xi/q;, yL/qi: i= 1, . . . . n>. 
(d) C, Jxi-qq,t] GE, )yi--qitlfor all real t. 
(e) There is a nonnegative nx n matrix B = (b,) satisfying qB = q and 
xjbij= 1, i= 1, . . . . n, such that x = yB. 
R-majorization is called a mixing distance in Ruth and Mead [20], and 
Ruth, Schranner, and Seligman [21; 221; in these papers, the mixing 
distance is motivated by applications in thermodynamics. Ruth and Mead 
[20] and Ruth, Schranner, and Seligman [21] use Definition 2.1 and 
Ruth, Schranner, and Seligman [22] use condition (d) of Theorem 2.2. 
Condition (c) is the easiest condition to check whether two vectors are 
ordered by r-majorization. Condition (e) is called d’-majorization in 
Veinott [23] (where d is used in place of q); Veinott does not show the 
equivalence of it with Definition 2.1. When q = (1, . . . . l), the matrices B in 
condition (e) are doubly stochastic. For a general probability vector q, the 
matrices B are Markov or transition probability matrices with stationary 
probability distribution q. 
A simple example with q = (0.1, 0.3, 0.6) is p1 = (0.2, 0.3, 0.5) <; 
(0.3,0.4,0.3) = p2. A B matrix satisfying condition (e) in Theorem 2.2 is 
Another way of looking at Definition 2.1 is as an ordering of the ratios 
(x,/q,) and (yJqJ with respect to the measure q = (ql, . . . . q,,) on { 1, . . . . n} 
with mass qi on i. This alternative view is useful for proving results (in 
Section 3.3). It is stated in Definition 2.3 and equivalent conditions are 
given in Theorem 2.4. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let q = (ql, . . . . q,,) be a row vector consisting of 
positive components.‘Let r = (rl, . . . . r,) and s = (si, . . . . s,) be row vectors of 
reals such that xi qiri = xi qisi. Then r is majorized by s with respect o q 
(written r i, s) if 
(2.2) 
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for all convex continuous functions $ with domain including ri and s,, 
i = 1, . . . . n. 
This definition is a special case of the main definition in Joe [13]. 
Because of the finiteness of the set ( 1, . . . . n}, it is not necessary to have the 
restriction of nonnegativity of r and s or the restriction $(O) = 0. For this 
ordering, the unique minimal element in the set { (rl, . . . . r,?): Cj qirj = c> is 
(c/q+)(l, . . . . l), where q+ =Ciqi. 
For the theorem below, the decreasing rearrangement of a vector 
z = (Z]) . . . . zn) is the function z*(u)=sup{t: m,(t)>u), O,<u<q+, where 
%(t)=L.;,,r 4i. 
THEDREM 2.4. The following are equivalent, 
(a) r<,s. 
(b) xi qi(r, - t)’ <xc, qi(si- t)’ for all real t, where (a)+ = 
max{a, O}. 
(c) Ciqi(r,-Z)+~~,qj(si-t)+ for all real t in the set {r,,s,: 
t = 1, . ..) n]. 
(d) J”f,r*(u)duQjis*(u)dufor all O,<t,<q+, where r* and s* are 
the decreasing rearrangements of r and s, respectively. 
(e) There is a nonnegative n x n matrix A = (a,) satisfying AqT = qT 
and.x:,aV= 1, j= 1, . . . . n, such that r = sA, where the superscript T stands for 
transpose. 
Proof The equivalence of conditions (a), (b), and (d) follows from 
Theorem 2.1 of Joe [ 131. The equivalence of conditions (a) and (e) is due 
to Blackwell [S, 61 and Kemperman [16] (see Proposition 14.A.l.a in 
Marshall and Olkin [17]). 
To show the equivalence of conditions (b) and (c), let R(r)= 
C,qi(r,-t)+ and S(t)=Cjqi(si-t)+ for L<t< U, where L=mini{ri, s;} 
and U= max,(r,, s;>. R and S are convex polygons; R has corners at ri and 
S has corners at si. If R and S cross each other, then S(t) < R(t) for some 
t in the set {r,, s,: i= 1, . . . . n>. Therefore condition (c) implies condition 
(b); the converse is clearly true. 1 
Cheng [7] (see also Marshall and Olkin [ 17, Chap. 141) studies a 
p-majorization which is Definition 2.3 with p=q and with the added 
restriction that only similarly ordered vectors can be compared. This 
restriction is too strong for the applications in this paper. With this 
restriction, the rearrangement condition (d) of Theorem 2.4 has a simple 
form analogous to vector majorization. This is given in Corollary 2.5 with 
a different proof from Cheng [7] and used in Section 3. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. The equivalence of conditions (a), (b), and (c) 
follows from Theorem 2.4. Since 1~ - t( is convex in u for a fixed t, (a) 
implies (d). Since u-t=(u-t)+ -(u-t)-, where (a)- = -min(a,O}, 
and C xi= C yi, the inequality in (b) is equivalent to C, qi(xl/qi- t)- d 
xi qi( yi/qZ - I)- for a fixed f. If condition (d) holds, then from the identity 
lu - tl = (24 - t)+ + (U - t)-, C qi jx,/q, - tI < 1 qi (yi/qi - tI implies 
C4i(Xi/4i”t)+ GC4i(Yl/4i-f)+ ~CT41(xi/~i-t)~ ~<Ci(Yi14i-t)- or 
both for a fixed t; from the preceding sentence, if one of these inequalities 
holds then so does the other. Hence (d) implies (b). Finally, the equiv- 
alence of conditions (a) and (e) can be obtained from the equivalence- of 
conditions (a) and (e) in Theorem 2.4 as follows. 
Suppose (a) holds. By (e) of Theorem 2.4, there exists a nonnegative 
matrix A such that AqT = qT, xi u,~ = 1, xi yiaii/qi = x,/q,, j = 1, . . . . n. Let 
B= (b,) be defined by 6, = q,:‘aYq,. Then B is nonnegative, qB= q, 
&b,= 1, j= 1, . . . . n, and x= yB. Hence condition (e) holds. 
For the converse, suppose condition (e) holds. Let A = (aV) be defined 
by ah = qibijq,:‘. Then A is nonnegative, AqT = qT, C, a,= 1, j = 1, . . . . n, 
sA = r, where ri = xi/q,, s, = y,/qi. If Ic/ is convex with the appropriate 
domain, then Zj qj$(Xj/q,)=Cj qj$(rj)=Cj qj$(Ci Siaq)GCj Sj Ci Q,$(si) 
= xi q&( yi/qi). Hence condition (a) holds. 1 
Remark. Ruth and Mead [20] show that condition (e) implies condi- 
tion (a) in Theorem 2.2 and Ruth, Schranner, and Seligman [22] show the 
equivalence of conditions (d) and (e) of Theorem 2.2 in the setting of 
integrable functions on [IO, l] (cf. Definition 2.6). 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let r, s, and q be n-vectors such that ri and si are 
decreasing (non&creasing) for 1 <i < n and C’=, q,ri = C:= I qisi. Then 
r <y s if and only if Cp=, qiri < C% 1 qis,, k = 1, . . . . n - 1. 
Proof: Let z be an n-vector such that zi is decreasing. Let 
m,(t) = &;,,,qi. Then m,(t) = 0 for t k zlrm,(t) = Cf==, qj for 
zk+,<t<zk,k=l ,..., n - 1, and mZ( t) = C;=, qi for t < z,. The decreasing 
rearrangement of z, z*, has the functional form z*(u) =zk for 
C::,‘q,<u~C;=~q,, k=l,..., n, where a null summation is zero. If 
CfIi qi< t G If= 1 4t5 then fh~*(~)du=C;=~ qlzi-(C:=, qi- t)z,= 
a, Cf:,’ qizi + (1 - a,) Cf=, qiz;, where a, = CC;= 1 qi- t)/qk. 
By condition (d) of Theorem 2.4, the conclusion of the corollary now 
follows. 1 
In Section 3.3, r-majorization with certain constraints is studied. This 
means that only vectors that each satisfy additional constraints may be 
compared. The vectors that are closest to a vector q can be characterized 
for certain moment constraints. In the remainder of this section, Defini- 
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tion 2.1 is extended so that applications of the majorization ordering of dis- 
tance of probability densities from a density q with respect o a measure v 
can be obtained. In Section 3.3, v will be counting measure on a countably 
infinite set or Lebesgue measure on a subset of a Euclidean space. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let (57, /i, v) be a measure space. Let q be a positive 
measurable function on X. Let f and g be nonnegative integrable functions 
on X such that SE f dv = jX g dv. Then f is r-majorized by g with respect 
to q (written f-C:, g) if 
s [f-tq]+ dv,< [g-tq]+ dv x s ,z?Y 
for all t 3 0. 
THEOREM 2.7. Using the notation of Definition 2.6, f -Ci g is equivalent 
to 
s, q+tf/qWv~j-T M&) dv (2.3) 
for all convex continuous real-valued functions t+b on [0, co) satisfying 
It/(O) = 0 such that the integrals exist. If jS q dv is Jinite, then the condition 
t+b(O) = 0 is not required. 
Proof For an arbitrary q with ji q dv possibly infinite, the equivalence 
follows from Theorem 2.1 of Joe [ 13 1, Suppose jE q dv is finite. Then we 
will show that the conditions on Ic/ are fewer. If $ is a convex function with 
$(O)= 0 such that the integrals in (2.3) exist, then for a real number 
c, I/ + c is convex and the integrals exist with i&(u) replaced with I&U) + c, 
and the inequality (2.3) still holds. If $ is a convex function such that 
$(O) = co and the integrals in (2.3) exist, then the inequality (2.3) will hold 
by approximating II/ from below by a sequence of convex functions $i that 
converge to II/. 1 
Definition 2.6 is a special case of the main definition in Joe [13]. The 
interpretation of this ordering is the same as Definition 2.1. In general, 
there is not an equivalent form of Definition 2.6 like condition (e) of 
Theorem 2.2. However, if q is integrable and if there is a function k(x, y) 
on S x X such that k(x, y) > 0, 1 k(x, y) dv(y) = 1 for ‘all x, 
J q(x) 4x> Y) dv(x) = ( 1 f q y or all y, and f(y) = j g(x) k(x, y) dv(x) for all 
y, then using Jensen’s inequality and a(x, y) = q(x) k(x, y)/q( y), it can be 
shown that f <; g. An application of this will be given in Section 3.2. 
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3. APPLICATIONS 
3.1. Measures of Divergence 
Let q be a probability density on X with respect to the measure v. For 
a measure of divergence of a density f (with respect o v) from the density 
q, Definition 2.1 and Theorem 2.7 suggest he use of 
(3.1.1) 
where $ is a convex function on [0, co), strictly convex at 1 and satisfying 
I+II( 1) = 0. These conditions on rl/ imply Z,(q; q) = 0 and Z,(f; q) > 0 if f is 
not equal to q almost everywhere with respect to v. Many measures of 
divergence proposed in the literature (see, for example, Adhikari and Joshi 
[ 11, Ali and Siivey [3]) are of the form (3.1.1). In the terminology of 
Csiszar [9], (3.1.1) would be called the $-divergence. Table I consists of a 
table of short names for the measures of divergence, convex functions ti, 
and standard functional forms of the measures of divergence. The names of 
the measures of divergence are cross entropy or Kullback-Leibler distance, 
Jeffrey’s measure of divergence, Pearson’s phi-squared distance, Hellinger 
distance, Kolmogorov’s variation distance, and power divergence. Of these 
measures of divergence, the cross entropy, the phi-squared distance, and 
the power divergence are not symmetric in f and q. The power divergence 
includes as special cases the cross entropy for rx = 0, the phi-squared dis- 
tance for c1= 1, and the Hellinger distance for CI = -0.5. The discrete ver- 
sion (v is counting measure) of the power divergence is given in Aickin [2] 
and Cressie and Read [8]. 
3.2. Markov Chains 
Let B=(bij)lGiG.,tG,G. be a Markov or probability transition matrix, 
where b, is the probability of going from state i to state j. Note that 
Cj b, = 1, i = 1, . . . . n. Let p(k) = (p\“, . . . . pp’) be the probability distribution 
TABLE I 
Name 44u) Measure 
Cross entropy, Kullback-Leibler u log u s f log(f/q) ffv 
Jeffrey’s divergence (U-1)logu jCf- 4) h(flq) dv 
Phi-squared distance u2- 1 SCf- 4)*/q dv 
Hellinger distance (A- I)* J(Js-&)“dv 
Kolmogorov’s variation distance IU - 11 Jlf-qldv 
Power divergence, c( > - 1 2[c((a+ l)]~‘(U”” -u) z[cc(a+l)]~‘[S.f’+‘q-~‘v-l] 
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of the states at time k, starting with the initial probability distribution p(O). 
Then p (k + 1) - -p (k)B =o, 1, . . . . Suppose B is such that the stationary 
distribution q = (q,, y.., q ,) consists of positive probabilities. From Markov 
chain theory (see, for example, Parzen [19]), if all n states communicate 
with each other, pck’ converges to q as k + co and qB= q. From the 
r-majorization with respect o q, a stronger result is that q<i p(“+‘)i~ pck’ 
for all k, that is, the distance between pck’ and q decreases to 0 according 
to r-majorization with respect to q. This result follows from condition (e) 
of Theorem 2.2. 
From Definition 2.6, a similar result holds for a discrete time Markov 
chain with a state space being a subset Z” of the real line. Let h(x, y), 
x, ye%, be the probability of going from state x to y. Suppose that q(x), 
XE%, is the stationary probability distribution and it is positive, and 
assume that all states communicate with each other. Let p’“‘(x), XE X, 
be the probability distribution at time k starting from p(O). Then 
4-q P ck + r) <’ pck’ for all k, from the remark at the end of Section 2. Y 
3.3. Constrained Majorization 
Examples of uses of constrained majorization for probability structures 
are in Joe [12-151. The idea of constrained majorization is that not as 
many vectors (or functions) are comparable because of constraints. In this 
section, we apply constrained majorization to probability distributions that 
satisfy first and/or second moment constraints. 
We start by studying discrete probability distributions. Fix reals x,, . . . . x, 
with x, < ... <x,,, where n 3 3. Let ( pl, . . . . p,) be a probability distribu- 
tion (x7= 1 p, = 1, pi > 0 for all i) of a random variable with support on 
x,,. Let 9(,n,) be the class of probability distributions p that satisfy 
~;~;‘x.p.~,,, and let 8QI, ,n2) be the class of probability 
p’that saiisfy C’=,xipi=pI and C’=, xfp,=p2. 
distributions 
We assume that pI, pz 
are such that Y(p,) and g(p,, p2) are nonempty; note that in order for 
S(p,) to be nonempty, x, <p, < x,~ and that there are similar conditions 
for p, , pZ for 9(p,, ,u*). We work with constrained r-majorization over ,q 
being Y(,u, ) or g(p,, pZ). The definition of constrained r-majorization with 
respect to q is the same as Definition 2.1 (and Theorem 2.2) with only 
vectors in 9 being considered for comparison. A distribution p in B is 
minimal (for r-majorization) with respect to q if, for any p’~9 such that 
p’ 4; p, p’ and p have the same decreasing rearrangements (as defined in 
Section 2) or equivalently if equality holds for all t in condition (b) of 
Theorem 2.2. 
An example of constrained r-majorization of two vectors with n=4, 
q= (0.1,0.3,0.4,0.2), m= 1, xi= I, i=l,2,3,4, and p,=2.5 is p1=(0.25, 
0.2, 0.35, 0.2) <; (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25) = pz. 
The main theorems are Theorems 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. They make use of a 
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couple of lemmas which are given next,’ These lemmas show in some 
specific cases that if some components of a vector Y are brought closer 
together, then the resulting vector Y’ is smaller for the majorization 
ordering with respect to q0 (Definition 2.3). This is a well-known property 
of the usual vector majorization. 
LEMMA 3.3.1. Let qO= (q,,,, . . . . qon) he a vector of positive numbers and 
let s he an n-vector such that max{S,, . . . . sk} <min{s,+ I, . . . . s,}, where 
1 <k < n. Let s’ be an n-vector with si = si + ~5~ for i < k and si = si - 6; for 
i > k, where the di are nonnegative and sati$fy Cigk qO, hi - zi,-k qoi ~5~ = 0. 
Zf max {s; , . . . . s; 1 d min(sh + 1 , . . . . sk), then s’ is majorized by s with respect 
to q,,. By symmetry, this conclusion holds if the inequalities .for si are 
reversed and the 6, are nonpositive. 
Proof Let S(t)=C,qo,(si-t)+ and S’(t)=C,qOi(s:-t))+. By condi- 
tion (c) of Theorem 2.4, s’ is majorized by s with respect o q0 if X(t) < S(t) 
for all t in the set (si, s(: i = 1, . . . . n}. By symmetry, it suffices to compare 
S(t) and S’(t) for t=s,, s’,, s,, sl. 
For t = s,, S(t) - S’(t) = C,rkqOr[(~i - s,~)+ - (si -s,)+] is clearly 
nonnegative. Similarly, S(sk) - S’(s;,) > 0. For t = s, , S(t) - S’(t) = 
Ci>k40r(Sz-SI) + Ci$k40~[(Sj - sl)+ - (S: - S,)+] 2 Cj>!fq@6j - 
CiSkq0i6i=0 since for i<k, (sj-s,)+ -(s(--sI)+ > -6;. Similarly, 
S($ ) - s’(s; ) 3 0. 1 
LEMMA 3.3.2. Let q,,= (qol, . . . . qo4) be a vector of positive numbers and 
let s be a vector of length 4 such that s, < s2 6s, <sq. Let s’ be a vector 
qf length 4 with s: = sit- 6, for i= 1, 3 and s; = s, - 6, for i= 2,4, where 
the Si are nonnegative and satisfJ1 qO, 6, - qo2 ~5~ + qo3 6, - qo4 6, = 0 and 
403 6, - 904 6, < 0. If s; <s; f s; 6 si, then s’ is majorized by s with respeci 
to q,,. By symmetry, this conclusion holds if the inequalities and the signs qf 
Si are reversed. 
Proo$ The proof follows from Corollary 2.5 since s and s’ are similarly 
ordered. 1 
THEOREM 3.3.3. Let q be an n-vector qf positive components. Then 
PEP&,) is minimal with respect to q if and only if pi/q, is a monotone 
sequence. 
Proof: Fix p = (pi, . . . . p,) E 9 = P(pr) and let r = (r,, . . . . rn), where 
ri= pi/q;. Let 1 < i, < i, < i, <n. Then other elements p’ of P that differ 
from p only in these three components have the form r:, = rir - 
4x,, - x,)/q,, (Xl, - xi, L rI,=r;2+&(X,3--i,)lqil(Xil-Xi,), 4,=rij--&/qiij 
where rl= p;/q;. If ri2 is greater (smaller) than both ri, and rii, then by 
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Lemma 3.3.1 with qO = (qi,, qi,, qi2) and s = (r,,, rij, riz), there is an E <O 
(E > 0) such that r’ + r. Hence p is minimal with respect to q only if 
(r;,, r,,, vi,) forms a monotone increasing or monotone decreasing sequence. 
By repeating this argument for every i, <i, < i,, p is minimal only if 
(rl, . . . . rir) forms a monotone sequence. Note that ri is increasing if 
p >, xi q,x,/q+ and ri is decreasing if p < C, q;x,/q + , where q + = xi qi. 
For sufficiency, let p = (p,, . . . . p,) EP be such that r, = pi/qi is 
monotone, say decreasing (that is, p < C, qix,/q + ). To show that p is mini- 
mal, it suffices to show that if p’ E .P is such that ri = p,!/q, is monotone 
decreasing and p # p’, then r does not majorize r’ with respect o q. (This 
follows because ifp” E .!7 and r:‘ = p,!‘/qi, then there exist p’ with ri = p(/qi 
monotone decreasing such that r’ <y r”.) Let si = pi- p,! = qi(r, - ri) and 
let dk = Cf= 1 c,. Since both p and p’ are in 9, 0= x.I=, &,xi= d,,x, + 
d,,+ , (x,- , - x,,) + ... + d, (x, -x2). Therefore if r and r’ are not com- 
parable for majorization with respect to q because if r’<, r, then by 
Corollary 2.5, dk 30 for all k with strict inequality for some k. 1 
THEOREM 3.3.4. Let q be an n-vector of positive components. Then 
p E .!Wp,, p2) is minimal with respect to q only if pi/qi form a sequence that 
is monotone, U-shaped, (unimodal). 
Proof. Assume that n >, 4 so that 9 = Y(pI, ptz) contains more than one 
distribution. Fix p = (p , , . . . . p,) E 9 and let r = (r,, . . . . rn), where ri = pi/q;. 
Let ldi,<i,<i,<i,<n and let (cI,B,y,6)=(i,,i*,i,,i,). Then other 
elements p’ of ,P that differ from p only in these four components have the 
form rL = r3: + ez,/q,, r;I = rB + czs/qP, rl, = r;, + cz,/q,, rk = rs - c/qa, where 
r:=d/qj, Z,=(X,j-X~)(X~-Xj,)/(X~-X,)(X~-Xx,), Zp= -(X6-x,)(Xg--x,)/ 
(xp - x,)(x, -x/d zy = (x8 - x,)(x8 - xs)/(xY - x,)(x, - xa). Note that 
Iz,l < 1~~1, IzJ > 1, and z, + z,{ + z,, - 1 =O. If min[r8, r6] is greater than 
max[r,, r,], then by Lemma 3.3.1 with qO== (q., qr, qs, qs) and s= 
fr,, r7, rB, r,), there is an E>O such that r’<, r. Similarly, if max[ra, rb] 
is less than min[r,, r,], there is an t; <O such that r’ <y r. Also if 
r,<r,<rs<r,, then by Lemma 3.3.2 with qO= (qs, qa, qs, qy) and 
s= (rg, rz, rii, r.,), there is an E<O such that r’<, r (the inequality Iz,I > 1 
is used here). Similarly, if rg > r, > rii > ry, then there is an E > 0 such that 
“-X4 r (the inequality (z,( < Jzpl is used here). By enumerating all possible 
inequalities among rl, rp, rp, rd, p is minimal with respect to q only if 
(r,, r ,$, rg, ra) is a sequence that is monotone, U-shaped, or unimodal. 
By repeating this argument for every i, < i, < i3 < iq, p is minimal only if 
(r 1, ..‘, r,,) forms a sequence that is monotone, U-shaped, or unimodal. a 
Remark 3.3.5. If q=(l, . . . . 1) or (n-l, . . . . n-‘) in Theorems 3.3.1 and 
3.3.2, then the qualitative conditions become pt monotone, U-shaped, or 
unimodal. The necessary condition for minimality in Theorem 3.3.4 is not 
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sufficient. An example with n = 4, x, = i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, q = (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 
0.25), p1=2.6, p2=8.4 is p1=(0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.4) and p2=(0.31, 0.17, 0.13, 
0.39). Both p1 and pz are in P(p,, pLz) and both are U-shaped but 
P2<; PI. 
The above theorems generalize to generalize to discrete probability 
distributions with an infinite number of points of positive mass and to 
continuous probability distributions. The definition of r-majorization for 
these cases is given in Definition 2.6. The extension of the results to the 
infinite discrete case is straightforward. The extension to the continuous 
case requires appropriate discretizations. Theorem 3.3.3 is extended in the 
next theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3.6. Let q(x) he a positive continuous function on the interval 
[A, BJ. Let A<u, d B and let 9=9(A, B;u,) be the class of densities f 
(with respect to Lebesgue measure) on the interval [A, B] satisfying 
1:: xf(x) dx = ffj xr(x) q(x) dx = PI, where r(x)=f(x)/q(x). Then f~9 is 
minimal with respect to q if and only if r(x) is monotone. 
Proof This involves a discretization and use of Theorem 3.3.3. Let PN 
be the subclass of 9 consisting of densities such that r is constant on 
the intervals [A+(i-l)h,A+ih], i=l,...,N, where h=(B-A)/N. 
Continuous majorization (with respect to q(x)) on ,YN is equivalent 
to majorization (with respect to (ql, . . . . qN)) on N-vectors (rl, . . . . rN) 
associated with PN, where q, =sjz$_. ,)h q(x) dx. The constraints on 
(rl, . . . . rn) are C riqi= 1 and C x,riqi= u,, where xi = fi T$ ,,,, xq(x) 
dx/q,. By Theorem 3.3.3, a necessary condition for (r,q,, . . . . r,q,) to be 
minimal is that ri is monotone. By letting N increase to co, a necessary 
condition for f to be minimal is that r(x) is monotone. 
For sufficiency of the monotonicity condition, suppose that f(x) and 
g(x) are densities in 9, such that r(x) =f(x)/q(x) and s(x) = g(x)/q(x) are 
both monotone, say decreasing. As in the proof of Theorem 3.3.3, it suffices 
to show that if.f f g, then g does not r-majorize f with respect to q. By 
Theorem 2.1 of Joe [13], if f<: g, then 
s 
f 
s 
I 
r*(u) du < s*(u) du 
0 0 
(3.3.1) 
for all 0 < t Q q + = j,” q(x) dx, where r* and s* are decreasing 
rearrangements of r and k, respectively, with respect to q. (The decreasing 
arrangement with respect o q of a nonnegative integrable function z(x) on 
[A, B] isz*(u)=sup{v:m,(v)>u},O<u~q+, wheremz(v)=jZ,.q(x)dx, 
v 2 0.) A decreasing function z(x) has decreasing rearrangement z*(u) = 
z(Q-l(u)), where Q(y)=j;q(x)dx, AGybB, and Q-’ is the functional 
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inverse of Q. Since both f and g are decreasing, (3.3.1) is equivalent to 
j; f(x) dx = j; r(x) q(x) dx <s; s(x) q(x) dx = f; g(x) dx, A 6 y < B. If 
f f g, then there is strict inequality for some y and f is strictly stochasti- 
tally larger than g and s xf‘(x) dx > s .xg(x) d-x. This contradiction implies 
that if f <; g and if both f and g are monotone with the same first 
moment, then f= g. In other words, monotonicity is a sufficient condition 
for minimality. 1 
The extension of Theorem 3.3.4 to the continuous case is given below, It 
requires the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3.7. Let q(x) he a positive continuous function on the interval 
[A, B]. Then for any A <a < B and sufficiently small positive number h 
there exists b = b(a, h) 6 B, such that 
s b 0 x2q(x)dx-[~~xq(x)dx]2/~~q(x)dx-h~~xq(r)dx=0. (3.3.2) 
Furthermore, b(a, h) decreases to a as h decreases to 0. 
Proof: The left hand side of (3.3.2) can be rewritten as 
j”a” x2q(x) dx l: xq(x) dx _ h 
j:xqCx,dx - s:q(x)dx ’ 
(3.3.3) 
By I’Hospital’s rule, as b + a, (3.3.3) approaches a - a - h = -h < 0. Since 
the variance of a nondegenerate probability distribution is positive, 
ji x2q(x) d.x/[i q(x) dx > [St xq(x) dx/jE q(x) dx]‘. Therefore, for h suf- 
ficiently small and b E (a, B] sufficiently large, (3.3.3) is positive. Therefore 
for h sufficiently small, (3.3.2) has a root b(a, h) in (a, B]. Also, this 
analysis shows that b(a, h) --) a as h decreases to 0. 1 
THEOREM 3.3.8. Let q(x) be a positive continuous function on the interval 
[A, B]. Let 9’ = Y(A, B; p, , ,uz) be the class of densities f (with respect o 
Lebesgue measure) on the interval [A, B] satisfying 1: xf(x) dx = u, , 
s; x’f(x) dx = ,u2 and suppose p,, u2 are such that 9 is nonempty. Then 
f E 9 is minimal with respect o q if and only {f r(x) = f(x)/q(x) is monotone, 
U-shaped, or unimodal. 
Proof: This involves a discretization and use of Theorem 3.3.4. Let h be 
a positive number such that there is an increasing sequence of N = N(h) 
numbers {a,= a;(h)} such that a, = A, aN= B, and ai_ i, a, satisfy (3.3.2) 
(when substituting for a, b). The existence of infinitely many h satisfying 
this condition follows from Lemma 3.3.7. Let PN be the subclass of .P 
consisting of densities ,f such that r = f/q is constant on the intervals 
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[aip ,, ai], i= 1, . . . . N. Continuous majorization (with respect to q(x)) on 
9, is equivalent to majorization (with respect o (ql, . . . . q,,,)) on N-vectors 
rN) associated with 
j’::,‘&(x) dx/q, and let z. = l” 
PN, where q1 = l;:-, q(x) dx. Let xi= 
x2q(x) dx/q,. Using (3.3.2), if f(x) is in 
&b, then j: x2r(x) q(x) dk =akl. riziqi = xi xfriqi + h xi x,r,q,. For the 
vector (rl, . . . . rN), the moment constraints become C riqi = 1, C x,r,q, = p,, 
and Cxfriqi=p2-h,u,. By Theorem 3.3.4, a necessary condition for 
(r,q,, . . . . r,q,) to be minimal is that r,, is monotone, U-shaped, or 
unimodal. By letting h decrease to 0, the a, become more dense and N 
increases to co, so a necessary condition for f to be minimal in 9 is that 
r(x) is monotone, U-shaped, or unimodal. 1 
For a positive continuous function q(x) which is nonintegrable over an 
open interval !E of the real line but integrable over closed intervals that are 
subsets of X’, the results in Theorems 3.3.6 and 3.3.8 hold by taking a 
sequence of closed subsets that increase to %. In statistics, q(x) = 1, 
-cc < x < co, q(x) = l/x, x > 0, and q(x) = [x(1 -x)1-“, 0 < x < 1, 
9 = 0,0.5, 1, are examples of noninformative priors. The above theorems 
then give qualitative conditions for densities that are “closest” to a non- 
informative prior among those which satisfy first and/or second moment 
constraints. This is the statistical result of interest that motivated the work 
in this paper. 
For general moment constraints, a sufficient condition for p to be mini- 
mal with respect o q is that for a strictly convex function I,!I with I/I(O) = 0, 
p = (pi) minimizes C qi$(p:/q,) subject to the constraints (discrete case) or 
that f minimizes j q$( g/q) dv subject to the constraints (continuous case). 
This essentially follows from the convexity and the definition of r-majoriza- 
tion. By taking $(u) = u log u, the constrained minimum cross entropy dis- 
tribution with respect o q is a minimal distribution with respect o q. It is 
known (see, for example, Berger [4, pp. 76771) that if the minimum cross 
entropy distribution with respect o q exists, then it has the form (discrete 
case) 
pi= C(L,, . . . . A,) qi exp [-y .] IX17 ’ (3.3.4) 
when the constraints are xi xii pi = p,, j= 1, . . . . m, or the form (continuous 
case) 
f(x) = C(A,) . ..) L) q(x) exp [ -F i,h,Cx)], XEX, (3.3.5) 
when the constraints are II hi(x) f(x) dv = p,, j= 1, . . . . m. Taking q(x) = 1, 
X = (0, co), m = 1, h, (x) = x, the resulting maximum entropy density is the 
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exponential density f(x) = ,u;’ exp{ -x/p,}, x > 0. Taking q(x) = 1, 
9” = (- co, cc ), m = 2, h,(x) =x, h2(x) = x2 the resulting maximum entropy 
density is the normal density f(x) = (27c~~))‘/~ exp{ -O.~C~(X -P,)~}, 
where r? = p2 - ,uf. Applying the extension of Theorem 3.3.6 and 3.3.8 to 
infinite measures, one gets that densities “closest” to uniform subject to 
moment constraints must be monotone decreasing in the former case (one 
moment) and unimodal in the latter case (two moments). This generalizes 
a couple of well-known maximum entropy results. 
4. PROPERTIES OF GENERALIZED VECTOR MAJORIZATION AND 
THE PATH RESULT 
Let q = (q,, . . . . qn) be a vector of positive reals. In this section, some 
mathematical properties of the generalized vector majorization (i,) in 
Definition 2.3 are obtained. This section consists of theorems with the key 
result being a generalization of the path result of Muirhead [ 181 and 
Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya [ 111 (also Marshall and Olkin [17, 
Sect. 2B]). Results can be transformed into results for <; since Delini- 
tions 2.1 and 2.3 are related. For example, the class of matrices B in 
Theorem 2.2(e) are transposes of the class of matrices A in Theorem 2.4(e). 
Remark 4.1. Let 
:aoBOVi,j,AqT=qr,~aii=l,j=l ,..., n 
dq is the set of transposes of probability transition matrices with the 
stationary distribution (q,/q+ , . . . . qJq+ ), where q + = xi qi. dq is a convex 
set closed under multiplication. The identity matrix is an (extreme) point 
in dq so that dq is a convex semigroup. If the qi are distinct, then no non- 
singular matrix in Cdq except for the identity has an inverse that* is in sic,. 
This follows from the fact that a nonnegative nonsingular matrix has a 
nonnegative inverse if and only if its positive elements are in the same posi- 
tions as the positive elements of a permutation matrix. 
Remark 4.2. If the qi are distinct, then <y is a partial ordering; if not, 
then <y is a preordering (that is, reflexive property does not hold). This 
follows from Remark 4.1. 
For n = 2, the set Cc4, is
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where w=ql/q2,ao=Oifq,Qq2anda,=1-w-iifq,>q,.Theextreme 
points of the set are with a = 1 and a = a,. The latter extreme point A, is 
somewhat like a permutation matrix in that if x = yA,, then 
(Xl -X*)(Y, - YdGO. 
PROPOSITION 4.3 (Path Result of Cheng [7] in Marshall and Olkin 
[ 173). Zf r <y s and r and s are similarly ordered, there exists a .finite 
sequence zo, . . . . 2, such that r=z,-=Kyz,- l<y... <,zo=s and 
Z k+I=~kAk, where A, is like the identity matrix with the (i, i), 
(i, j), (j, i), (j, j) elements replaced by b, qj( 1 - b)/q,j, 1 -b, 1 - q,(l - b)/q, 
for some i, j with qi > q,, where I- q.Jqi < b d 1. 
Note. These matrices have the form of the double stochastic matrices 
that are T-transforms (Marshall and Olkin [ 17, p. 211); as operators on a 
row vector, they change only two elements of a vector and move them 
closer to each other. 
EXAMPLES 4.4. As mentioned in Veinott [23] (for <;), the “path” 
result of Proposition 4.3 does not extend to the general case where r and 
s are not similarly ordered. 
Counterexamples have the form below where by embedding and per- 
mutation of the q vector, it is suflicient to consider n = 3 and q, > q2 > q3. 
(a) Ifql>qz+q3, r=(l,O,O)<,(O,c,c)=s, wherec=q,l(q,+q,), 
but there is no way of going from s to r by changing two elements at a 
time. In fact, in this case, the unique A for which r = sA is the extreme 
point (of ~2~): 
l-qq;‘(q*+q3) 1 1 
q*/q1 0 0 . 
43/41 0 0 I 
(b) If q,Gqz+q,, r=(a,O, l)<,(O, l,b)=s, where O<b<l and 
0 < a = [q2 - (1 - b)q3)]/q1 < 1. An A for which r = sA must satisfy a,, = 1, 
uz2 = 0, uJ2 = 0 and a,, < 1, aj3 < 1. 
Remark 4.5 (Extreme points of .&,). There are 2n - 1 linearly indepen- 
dent equations among the 2n equations defining -pl’,. This follows since 
Ci [xj a,qj- qi] -C, qj[C, aij- l] = 0. Hence,, from results for linear 
programming (see, for example, Gass [lo]), a conservative upper bound 
for the number of extreme points in J& is ( z,$ i); a lower bound is n!. For 
n = 2, there are 2 extreme points (see the paragraph preceding Proposition 
4.3). For n= 3 with q, >q2>q3, it can be shown by systematic enumera- 
tion that there are 13 extreme points if q, <q2+q3 and q,, q2, q3 are 
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distinct, 10 extreme points if q, < q2 + q3 and q, = q2 < q3 or q, < q2 = q3, 
10 extreme points if q, >q, + q3 and q2 >q3, and 7 extreme points if 
q1 2q2+q3 and q2=q3. 
THEOREM 4.6 (Path Result for n 3 3). Fix q. If r <‘, s, then s can be 
changed to r through a combination of extreme points ofdq and transforms 
of the type in Proposition 4.3, (Note that for ordinary vector majorization, 
the extreme points of ,aZ, are the permutation matrices which are products of 
transpositions that interchange two elements at a time; hence the path result 
simpl$es in this case.) 
The proof will follow Proposition 4.7, Lemmas 4.8 to 4.10, and 
Corollary 4.11. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Fix q and s. Consider the set s&$ = {z :z <y s>. Let 
(j 1, . . . . j,) he a permutation of (1, . . . . n). For 1 6 k < n, let uk be the minimum 
of CC=, q,, rj, over rEs,dy. Let ~1, =I:, q,s,. Define v = (v,, . . . . v,,) by 
vi, = al/qJ, and vlk = (ak - Mu- 1)/qjk for k = 2, . . . . n. (Note that 
xk=, qj,Fi,=a,.) Then vi,6 .‘. -<vi, andv+zsdq. 
Note. The proposition will be proved via a sequence of lemmas. Since 
we are not assuming anything about the ordering of q! or si, to simplify the 
notation, we take j, = i without loss of generality. An additional notation 
used is the function D (uppercase letter) associated with a vector 
d= (d,, . . . . d,) (lowercase letter), which is defined by 
D(t) = c q;(d, - t) +, -m<t<m* (4.1) 
LEMMA 4.8. Let Bk be the subset of s&~ for which ak is attained. Then 
for rEBk, ri<rjr ifi<k and j>k. 
Proof. Suppose r E Bk satisfies r, > r], where i < k and j > k. Let r* be 
defined by rz=r, if m # i, j and r* = r;” = (qiri + qirj)/(qi + q,). Then 
r*<,r<,s and CL=, q,,,t$,<C~=, qmrm=ak, which contradicts the 
definition of ak. 1 
A similar result to Lemma 4.8 will be used below when Cy=, q,r, is mini- 
mized sequentially over a sequence of different m. 
LEMMA 4.9. (a) v,<v,,1=2 ,..., n.(b)IfO<k<n-1,anda ,,..., akand 
a, are simultaneously attainable where k + 1 < I,< n, then vk + 1 < vi. 
Proof: Note that (a) is a special case of (b) with k=O if the series is 
treated as null in this case. Let g be the set of r E ssgY that attain a,, . . . . ak 
and a,. Let ai-, be the minimum of qlrl+ ... +q,_,r,-, for rEg and 
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let ai+, be the minimum of qlr,+ ... +qk+,rkcl over rEB attaining 
a;_,. Then cc;_,>,cc,-,, a;+,>~+,, u;=(ol,-acl;-,)/ql<uvl, and u;i+r= 
(a:+, - ‘%Yq k+, > vk+ r. Also vi+ r d u;, using a generalization of 
Lemma 4.8, so that uk + , <u,. 1 
LEMMA 4.10. Zf a,, . . . . a,,, are simultaneously attainable and v1 < . . . < 
v,<v,for all m-clcn, then aI ,..., a, and CY, are simultaneously attainable 
for any 1 such that m c 1 <n. 
Proof We will use the condition in Theorem 2.4(b) to show that 
v* = (v,, . ..) v,,, w, . . . . w, y, . . . , y) is in SJ$~, where ~=(a(--a,,,)/Cf_,+, q,, 
Y = (aFz - a,)/CL ,+ 1 qi, and there are l-m w’s and n - I y’s in v*. Let g, 
be the set of r ES&~ that attain a,, . . . . a,. Let a; be the minimum of 
C:=, qiri for rEgI. Let r: = (v,, . . . . u,, wr, . . . . wr, y,, . . . . y,) be defined 
similar to u* with a; replacing a, in the definitions of w and y to get w, 
and y,. Then a;>a,, and w< w, $ y, < y, where w, < y, comes from a 
generalization of Lemma 4.8. Also v, < w with the given inequalities for 
the v,. Next let S$ be the set of r ES&~ that attain a, and let a::, be the 
minimum of CT=, qiri for rEB2. Let r2* = (z, . . . . z, w2, . . . . w2, y, . . . . y), 
where there are m z’s, I - m wz’s, and n - 1 y’s, == $!,,/CT! I qi and w2 = 
(a,-4J/Z=m+, qi. Then z < w2 < w since ~&>a~. Let V*(t), R:(t), 
R;(t), and S(t) be as defined in (4.1). For t < w, V*(t) = Cy= 1 qi(vp - t)+ 
+ z=,+1 q;(vF - t) = c:=:=, qi(ui - t)’ + (a, -- a,) - Z=,,,+, 49 = 
R:(t)dS(t), since r:<,s. Also, for t>y, V*(t)=O=R:(t)<S(t). 
Finally, for w d t < y, V*(t) = RT(t) < S(t) since rf <y s. Therefore 
v*<,s. I 
Proof of Proposition 4.7. The proof follows from induction starting with 
Lemma4.9, part (a), and then rotating between Lemma4.10 (with 
m = k + 1) and Lemma 4.9, part (b) (with k = m). The final conclusion is 
that a,, . . . . a,-, are simultaneously attainable, v, < ... d v, and v gy s. l 
COROLLARY 4.11. Let v be as defined in Proposition 4.7. Then v = sA, 
where A is an extreme point qf d<,. 
Proof. From the theory of linear programming, the set of minima of 
cf=, qj,r, over r E s&(, has the form s&“,, where sJ: is the convex hull of 
a subset of the extreme points of the convex set dq. By Proposition 4.7, v 
is in the nonempty set s(~:z: k”,) so that the conclusion follows. fl 
Proof of Theorem 4.6. From Proposition 4.7 and Corollary 2.5, if 
z E s.s1zy satisfies zi, < . . d z/,, then z <y v, where v is defined in Proposi- 
tion 4.7. That is, there is a maximal vector of s&~ for each ordering of the 
components. The path result now follows from Corollary 4.11 and Proposi- 
tion 4.3. b 
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5. FUNCTIONS PRESERVING THE MAJORIZATION ORDERING 
In keeping with the usual majorization usage, Schur convex (concave) 
functions are ones that are nondecreasing (nonincreasing) with sy in 
Definition 2.3 or <; in Definition 2.1. In this section, we mention briefly a 
class of functions of n variables that are Schur convex with respect o the 
vector q. If Y(J) is Schur convex with i, then Q(v) = Y’(y(y,/q,, . . . . y,,/q”) 
is Schur convex with ii. Of course, by definition, if $ is a real-valued 
convex function, then 
is Schur convex <y and Q(v) =Ciqi+(yi/ql) is Schur convex with <i. 
However, because of the lack of symmetry in the generalized majorization 
when the qi are not all the same, it is harder to come up with other Schur 
convex functions (compare Marshall and Olkin [ 17, Chap. 31). 
A simple generalization of (5.1) is 
(5.2) 
where 19(u, u) is real-valued, defined on [0, CO)~, convex in u for all values 
of v, and convex in u for all values of U. This is like the condition in 
Proposition 3G3 of Marshall and Olkin [ 173. The proof that (5.2) is Schur 
convex is almost from the definition: if r <q s, then xi qiCj qj8(ri, rj) < 
Ci q; Cj qjo(ri, s,) = Cj qj Ci qi&ri, 3,) G C, qj C; qiQ(si, s,). The inequali- 
ties follow from Definition 2.3. Some examples of 6’ satisfying these 
conditions are 0(u, u) = (c, u + c2 o)‘, where cl, c2 are positive constants 
and c( > 1. If Ciqiri= c>O and ri> 0, then (c, . . . . c)<, (r,, . . . . r,)<, d, 
where d,=c/q, if qJ-=qO=min{q,, .. . . qn}, and d,=O for i#j. From this, 
an inequality using (5.2) is 
q: &c, cl 6 C 2 qiqj@ri3 r,) 
1 i 
G dwqo~ ch-0) + dqt --9*)[T~(c/qcl, 0) + @(O, C/%)1 
+ (4 + - 4d2wJ Oh 
where q+ = xi q,. 
Equation (5.2) generalizes to 
yu(s) = C ’ . .I qil . . ’ qik e(si, ) ...> stk )3 
il ik 
where k 2 2, 8 is real-valued, defined on [O, co)k, and convex in each argu- 
ment over all possible fixed values of the other arguments. 
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